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Abstract. Contemporary product design based on 3D CAD tools aims
at improved efficiency using integrated engineering environments with
access to databases of existing designs, associated documents and enterprise resource planning (ERP). One of the goals of the SEVENPRO
project is to achieve design process improvements through the utilization
of relational data mining (RDM), utilizing past designs and commonly
agreed design ontologies. In this paper we discuss the applicability of
state-of-the-art ILP systems to the RDM tasks in this application domain as well as the implied challenges to ILP research and system implementations.
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Introduction

Despite considerable successes of ILP in various knowledge discovery problems
such as in bioinformatics [7] , industrial applications of ILP have been relatively
rare. Although the usefulness of ILP has been demonstrated in areas such as
finite element mesh design [8], we are not aware of industrial software employing
ILP technologies in real-life regular use. The SEVENPRO5 project aims at developing a semantic virtual engineering environment for product design, extending
traditional CAD tools with semantic web, virtual reality and RDM technologies.
Engineering is one of the most knowledge-intensive activities that exist. Product engineering involves diverse knowledge types including CAD structures, technical specifications, and standards. Moreover, knowledge about the electrical,
mechanical and thermodynamic behaviour sometimes comes supported by means
of empirical data and simulation models. Such background motivates a number
of relational data mining tasks. For example, discovering design substructures
frequently occurring in a corporate CAD repository would allow to establish
their easily invocable templates, eliminating repetitive designing work. Similarly,
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Fig. 1. Left: Example of a CAD design including commands history. Right: Part of a
semantic annotation of the design.

typical patterns may be searched in design command chains6 conducted for a
product of a certain class, to make explicit the tacit knowledge of an experienced
engineer. A number of other objectives involving relational classification, clustering or outlier detection are also motivated in this domain, including rather
unorthodox tasks such as learning to match between a formalized product requirement set with an appropriate product design, where both the requirements
and designs are represented through relational databases.
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Problem Setting and Challenges to ILP

The information available in CAD files and other data sources is formalized and
combined by means of a semantic annotation based on ontologies. An example
of CAD design can be seen in Fig. 1 (left). Semantic annotation of the CAD
design is generated automatically from the commands history available via the
API of CAD tools. The annotation is based on an CAD ontology developed in
SEVENPRO and available in the RDF format. Fig. 1 (right) shows an example
of a design annotation part. Annotation including ontology of CAD items and
axioms is automatically translated to Prolog.
There are three main challenges for ILP due to ontologies in the background
knowledge: hierarchies of concepts, hierarchies of relations and representation
conversion (between Prolog and other knowledge representation languages). SubclassOf is a core ontological relation correponding to a taxonomy on terms.
Therefore an efficient handling of term taxonomies has to be integrated into the
RDM system. The RDF formalism also allows to define hierarchies on relations
by means of the subpropertyOf relation. To exploit the subproperty relation directly, the RDM system would have to deal with taxonomies of predicates. Also,
since the induced rules should be available to the semantic server for search and
reasoning, a conversion of rules into SWRL [9] has to be developed.
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Ongoing Work

Horn rules are not expressive enough to model taxonomies on terms and predicates [1]. Our currently tested baseline approach for integration of taxonomies
into RDM is based on refinement operator proposed in [2]. We are using the RSD
system [6] which implements a propositionalization approach to relational subgroup discovery. A propositionalized representation of classified relational data
is generated by constructing first-order features. During the feature generation a
table of mutual feature subsumptions is maintained. The subsumption relation
combines θ-subsumption with taxonomies on terms and predicates. This subsumption is exploited in propositional search which prunes any conjunctions of
a subsumer with its subsumee and specializes a conjunction not only by extending it but also by replacing an included feature with its subsumee.
For a closer integration of hierarchical background knowledge into RSD we
are considering the following approaches: integrating a special refinement operator into RSD as in [2], using a hybrid language integrating description logics and
Horn logic e.g. AL-log [5] and CARIN [1] or using a more expressive description
language such as ψ-terms [3] or antecedent description grammars [4]. The first
approach, i.e. extending RSD’s refinement operators would give us the ability to
deal with other requirements on specialized refinement in future. The hybrid languages mentioned above offer well-defined approaches based on DLs popular for
ontology development. However, reasoning in hybrid languages generally harder
than in separate languages. Also AL-log does not support predicate taxonomies.
The third approach would require modules for automatic transformation to and
from these languages, but it would provide a general framework supporting not
only subsumption on terms and predicates but also e.g. partial descriptions for
ψ-terms and constraints on predicate use for antecedent description grammars.
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